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hey come up sometimes suddenly, distinctive V-shaped blow, lumbering in open-ocean brine like water-bound elephants. The 
North Atlantic right whale is a voluminous creature, a fact easily forgotten as often times only their rostrum – upper jaw – is 
visible when they surface. So it might seem amazing that these huge creatures specialize in a very specific, very diminutive food 

source. The spacing of their baleen is perfectly adapted to feeding on the copepod Calanus finmarchicus, a type of small planktonic 
ocean crustacean. Not only that, but multiple researchers have discovered right whales prefer a specific pre-adulthood life stage of 
Calanus which they search for with vigor within the confines of their feeding grounds in the Gulf of Maine. This relationship is adeptly 
captured by the title of a chapter in the book The Urban Whale which describes current research on Northern right whales: 
“Enormous Carnivores, Microscopic Food, and a Restaurant That’s Hard to Find.”  

Predator and prey are intimately connected in what is likely an ancient relationship. However, neither are static creatures and both 
experience a great deal of movement in their daily lives. Many marine organisms are mobile creatures, but in the lives of the Northern 
right whale and the copepod it so depends upon, their interspecies dance is a matter of life and death.  

C. finmarchicus belongs to a group of tiny organisms collectively recognized as plankton. Plankton is populated by single and multi-
cellular species of animals, plants, bacteria, and viruses. Their body forms are beautifully diverse, displaying an array of spikes, plates, 
and other appendages. They are the basis of marine life; without their existence, the ocean would be a desolate, liquid abyss.  

In a planktonic universe, the denizens of the excruciatingly tiny are at the mercy of the currents. Their life’s path is defined by large 
and small-scale ocean circulation patterns.  Their very name is derived from the Greek word “Planktos” which means to passively 
wander or drift. They are the ocean’s miniscule hobos.  

Calanus finmarchicus is a species of copepod that tends to dominate zooplankton – the animal component of plankton - biomass 
within the Gulf of Maine. Populations are injected into the Gulf by the way of the Labrador current and follow the system of currents 
generally in a counterclockwise direction all the while progressing through several life stages along the way. Multiple generations, or 
cohorts, of Calanus can enter the Gulf during a single season providing a continued food source for the whales that feed on them, 
though that can hardly be their intention! Recent work from a group of New-England based researchers focusing on Calanus 
movement specific to Cape Cod Bay found currents can express a great deal of  inter-annual variability, which affects where these 
copepods can be found from year to year. 

It should be said, however, that plankton are not absolutely encumbered by ocean movement and can often maneuver on a smaller 
scale within their world. They are immersed in a constant struggle to find the sweet spot of conditions. The primary needs of C. 
finmarchicus, and most other zooplankton, tend to be governed by predator avoidance, search for prey, and reproductive needs.  

These burdens may figure strongly in a fascinating behavior some populations of Calanus finmarchicus partake in with countless other 
members of the planktonic community known as diel vertical migration. Diel vertical migration is an intimate affair between the 
daylight and the depths. During the brightest hours of the day, some plankton (and occasionally larger organisms) will recess to darker 
ocean reaches, primarily in a bid to avoid predation. When the sun starts to dip low in the sky they begin traversing the distance to the 
sea surface, where food lies in wait.   

However, we poorly understand the cues that govern why plankton do or do not make this daily journey.  

Calanus also experiences a behavior with longer temporal implications for both its own populace as well as its predators. The stage 
that right whales most prefer, according to multiple researchers, is one referred to as a copepidite V (CV) – pre-adulthood - stage. 
When in this phase, the petite-sized crustaceans develop oil sacs that essentially transform the copepods into a calorie-laden, rich 
food source. These oil sacs are meant to sustain C. finmarchicus during a period of dormancy known as “diapause” they will enter into 
while undergoing their final transformation into fully-formed reproductive adults. Not all Calanus in this stage will enter diapause, but 
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those that do sink many meters down and embrace a dark hibernation until some as yet undiscovered signal pulls them out of it into 
the final phases of their relatively short lives.   

While Calanus is also essential in sustaining vital fisheries and feeding other organisms in the Gulf of Maine, the role they play in the 
lives of the North Atlantic right whale is unique. The Northern right whale has the sad distinction of being in the ranks of the most 
threatened cetacean species in the world. Their population was initially culled to dismal size by whaling, and by all estimates currently 
numbers no more than 300-400 individuals.  These slow-moving (right whales generally don’t clock in over 3-4 mph, they are certainly 
not the “cheetahs” of the sea) mammals live a life fraught with danger, with most threats arising from ship strikes, fishing-gear 
entanglement, and noise pollution.   

During the late spring and summer months when their yearning for food reaches a frenzy, right whales slip into the Gulf to find 
copepods.  Aerial and ship surveys that have followed these mysterious animals for the better part of three decades have identified 
major feeding grounds within the Gulf of Maine that include Cape Cod Bay, the Great South Channel, Roseway Basin, and The Bay of 
Fundy. However, Northern right whales do not appear to have a strong sense of fidelity when it comes to historical feeding grounds 
and are involved in an unpredictable pattern of abandonment and re-visitation.  They are answering the innate call to search out food, 
wherever it may be. 

Research completed in the mid 80’s by Robert Kenney, a scientist at the University of Rhode Island, suggests right whales may need to 
consume in the range of 407, 000 – 4,140,000 calories per day, which equates to a whole lot of copepods (up to 2 billion). Because 
their food source is so inconsequential in size, the task is sometimes like looking for a needle in a very large, very watery haystack. 
Zooplankton, however, are not uniformly distributed in the water column and often form dense aggregations thought to be controlled 
by a mixture of physical and biological factors. Right whales will feed on thick strawberry-colored (Calanus can often have a pinkish 
hue and concentrating the animals makes this much more pronounced) congregations of C. finmarchicus in surface waters by 
employing a behavior known as skim feeding, tilling through food like cetacean lawnmowers. Researchers Mark Baumgartner of 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution and Bruce Mate of Oregon State’s Marine Mammal Institute used cleverly designed, suction 
cup-mounted time depth recorder (TDR) tags to track the underwater movement of right whales and found they also spend time 
feeding at depths that appear to correlate with deep diapausing layers of CV stage Calanus.  

How the whales find these patches is an enigma but there are multiple ideas and hypotheses being suggested within the scientific 
community. The mind-blowing part is to think about the many strategies that these mammals may need to use in response to the 
multiple temporal and spatial scales they encounter during their hunt. Finding the feeding grounds they will frequent for part of the 
season once in the Gulf may entail learning passed lovingly from mother to calf or sensing the signature of characteristic water masses 
in the region. Once there, locating the places zooplankton are likely to amass is still a daunting undertaking in such a large region and 
may involve what amounts to whale “spidey-senses”- detecting possible temperature, salinity, or chemical cues.  

The lives of right whales are not entirely ruled by their necessary gluttony however. Females, bellies swollen, will migrate to southern 
waters between Georgia and Florida during winter months to give birth. This often times only accounts for 100 or so individuals and 
there has been long been a veil of mystery associated with where the rest of these giant mammals are squirreling away during that 
time.  Through their aerial survey efforts, NOAA’s Northeast Fisheries Science Center may have recently stumbled upon what may be a 
winter feeding and mating ground literally hidden in plain sight, located near Jordan Basin less than 100 miles south of Bar Harbor, 
Maine.  

However, we can scarcely pretend to understand all the intermingled intricacies motivating a right whale, and thes e behemoths 
sometimes defy our expectations. Males and juvenile right whales that should be in colder, more productive waters feeding and 
mating during the winter are sometimes found in calving grounds. Dianna Shulte, Research and Intern Coordinator for the Blue Ocean 
Society, has seen the phenomenon in her own survey work and keenly notes: “Yes, it does seem that food (copepods) dictates where 
right whales will be found, however this is certainly not always the case. We seem to think that we, as humans, know what is best for 
right whales, but right whales seem to occasionally have a different agenda.” 

What a peculiar link between two utterly different creatures. One, an unwieldy giant fragile from the threat of extinction and the 
other a minute speck in an ocean full of them, but both at the mercy of the physical and biological throes of mother nature. It is an 
interconnection we can only hope to watch for years to come.  
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he natural world is alit with its own soundtrack. So much so that there is a significant body of research dedicated to the study of 
its acoustics (often falling under the labels of acoustic ecology, soundscape ecology, and bioacoustics). Researcher Bernie 
Krause, founder of Wild Sanctuary Inc., has pioneered much of how we view soundscape ecology. He has coined the term 

“biophony” in reference to the collection of organism-produced vocalizations in any given habitat. Over the years Krause and his team 
have recorded and collected the melodies of wildlife worldwide and archived the results. A harrowing observation, however, is that 
40% of the soundscapes Krause has visited and documented are blemished by a component of anthropogenically-produced noise. So 
what impact does this human-made sound have on the marine environment? 

We humans are a noisy lot. We produce a cacophonic mess of hums, clicks, bangs, and whines originating from our transportation, 
construction, and navigation. Our auditory influence can be felt worldwide, even within the ocean depths. The International Ocean 
Noise Coalition, an organization comprised of 150 non-governmental organizations worldwide, indicates in certain regions the level of 
oceanic noise has doubled on a ten year basis for the last six decades. 

Make no mistake; the sea is a naturally clamorous place. Water movement such as waves and tides, and meteorological events like 
rainfall are responsible for a great deal of it. Marine creatures seem wise to the fact that water is an excellent medium for sound 
propagation and exploit this fact, vocalizing for purposes of mating, social bonding, feeding, and navigation. Within this congregation 
of cries and calls, different types of living things stake out their own niche, utilizing unique frequencies to avoid muddling the 
messages they are trying to communicate. At times, underwater production of biological noise can even impact our own use of 
acoustic technologies. Schools of Alpheidae (commonly referred to as pistol or snapping) shrimp have been known to actually 
interrupt sonar communication. 

The more common scenario, however, is human noise interrupting the communiqué pipeline and daily lives of marine organisms. 
While there are still many questions, it can readily be said the majority of what we do know about sonic effects on marine organisms is 
in relation to fish and marine mammals, the subjects of a large proportion of acoustic impact studies. Multiple researcher’s work has 
identified some of the possible adverse effects of noise on fish can include: changes in their natural distribution; temporary to 
permanent hearing loss; damage to sensory organs; and masking of other biologically important sounds fish need to hear, including 
those produced by predators, prey and other members of their species. However, these negative consequences may vary greatly with 
factors like the strength and constancy/duration of sound exposure, as well as the species, age and life stage of the fish.  

The most scientific work on this issue has been focused on cetaceans like whales, dolphins, and porpoises. There is a wealth of studies 
exploring the topic including many originating from institutions within the Gulf of Maine. Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 
located in Woods Hole, Massachusetts has over recent years diversified their marine mammal acoustic research to include not only 
the production and use of sound by marine mammals but also how they’re impacted by the anthropogenic component of it. Research 
has suggested impacts ranging from abandonment of important feeding grounds and altered foraging behavior, to severe tissue 
damage and beach strandings. Opponents argue these relationships are correlative at best, meaning it’s difficult to prove real 
connections exist rather than coincidental associations.    

One of the big hindrances in understanding the complete repercussions of noise pollution is our lack of information concerning how 
most marine organisms relate to sound. Do they hear like we hear? What does “hearing” even mean in an aquatic environment? 
Undoubtedly, humans have a hard time relating to sound perception underwater as our senses are so woefully inadequate for the 
setting.  
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We do know there is a diversity of structures meant for sensing auditory vibrations and that not all creatures hear or detect these 
vibrations in the same frequency range. A prime example originates from recent research at Florida Atlantic University as described by 
Science Daily, indicating a reason why many manatees suffer from ship strikes is due to the mammals’ inability to actually hear the 
oncoming boats. This ultimately means we cannot assume sound affects all marine creatures great and small in the same manner.  

In the same vein, we cannot assume all anthropogenic sound is equal in its intensity and impact. As described in a report completed 
by the Stellwagen Marine Sanctuary, the human component of underwater noise in general tends to be derived from “a wide variety 
of activities including vessels of all types, construction, military events, offshore oil exploration, scientific undertakings, the use of 
acoustic harassment devices (AHDs), and dredging operations.” Whether it’s the repeated ricocheting blast of a seismic air gun or the 
low throb of a cargo vessel, the sounds from these sources are characteristically different in regards to their loudness and duration. 

Many of the operations reported in the Stellwagen report are commonplace within the Gulf of Maine. The Gulf is home to multiple 
maritime ports, not the least of which includes the Port of Boston, a major avenue for commercial and recreational shipping traffic, 
likely the most ubiquitous source of human-produced racket in the intermediate area. The composition of that traffic is largely made 
up of incoming cargo ships and vessels containing shipments of natural gas and petroleum products, but Boston Harbor is also fast 
becoming a hub for the high-end cruise market. The Gulf is rife with rich fishing grounds, and fishing fleets add to a more localized, 
albeit slightly less sonorous, flux of noise. Dredging, the underwater removal of sediment for purposes of maintaining navigational 
channels, has also become a common place activity and is just one more discordant addition to local anthropogenic noise levels. 

The bewildering aspect to this issue is we’re not really sure what the real results of noise pollution in the Gulf of Maine currently are 
or will be as the sources of human-noisemaking increase. Sound waves’ behavior in water can at times be considered fickle and 
unpredictable (see sidebar). We still have significant strides to make in our understanding of the collective marine soundscape ecology 
and the role of sound in the experiences of ocean life. In a lot of ways, we know we’re worried but we’re not completely sure why. We 
can however take heart in the fact that awareness about noise pollution is increasing and the issue is on the radar of both politicians 
and the scientific community. With some sustained effort, we’ll keep the natural world singing. 
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Sound’s behavior is so readily influenced by the qualities of the water mass it’s moving through that it becomes a dicey business 
predicting how introduced noise will ultimately behave. We may not often ruminate on how the nature of sound in the ocean deviates 
from what we experience as terrestrial creatures. The primary difference is the speed of sound. Noise travels at a rate of 
approximately four to five times faster through the medium of water than through that of air. The reason for the variability in this 
estimate is certain characteristics of water such as temperature, salinity, and depth/pressure serve to distort this measurement. For 
instance, sounds travels slower in freshwater than it does in saline marine waters. Another complication to the way sound travels in 
the sea is whenever sound waves meet conditions that vary from those they originated in, the wave tends to bend. There is one 
mysterious location in the ocean, dubbed the Sound Fixing and Ranging, or SOFAR, Channel where the seemingly magic combination 
of conditions occur, allowing sound to propagate vast distances with limited interruption. Savvy marine creatures such as humpback 
whales use this channel to enhance their communication efforts. 

Also, it should be kept in mind that the usual measurement of sound’s intensity (what we tend to equate with “loudness”), the 
decibel, should be interpreted differently for sounds reported in terrestrial versus aquatic environments. A decibel is a unit of 
measurement describing the ratio between a sound’s intensity relative to a reference intensity. While din produced on land and 
underwater is described in both cases using decibels, the reference intensity for each is different. Cornell University, which hosts a 
well-renowned bioacoustics program, uses the apt comparison of the measurement of degrees and temperature on their website:  
“Imagine being told that it's 30 degrees outside. What would you conclude? If it were 30 degrees Celsius, you might choose to wear 
sandals and shorts. If it were 30 degrees Fahrenheit, you had better bundle up because it's freezing! This confusion can arise because 
Fahrenheit and Celsius are very different scales of temperature measurement which both employ the same word: ‘degrees.’ ” The 
word “decibel” functions much the same way as “degree” does in this analogy.   For example, as described on the Resonance 
Publications website, http://www.resonancepub.com/unwateracou.htm, a supertanker measured at 190 dB in the ocean would be 
grossly equivalent to a terrestrial noise level of 127 dB. Ultimately both measurements are considered abrasively ear-piercing but we 
still need to view them within the correct context. 
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n this day and age of green revolution, we are the auditory recipients of buzzwords and environmental vocabulary, one of the most 
ubiquitous being “Carbon” – carbon footprint, carbon credits, carbon offsets. While carbon is key in the intricate chemistry of life, 
the recent fast and loose talk regarding carbon is due to its ability in the form of carbon dioxide, along with other designated 

greenhouse gases, to fuel furious and consequential changes in global climate patterns. It also causes ocean waters to acidify. 

While there has been bickering on the international level concerning whether changes in carbon levels are naturally-inclined or 
human-induced, there is little controversy that carbon is being freed in significant amounts from certain reservoirs it once resided in 
and incorporated into others.  

Ice core data and the infamous Keeling Curve, a continuous data set started in 1958 and measured at the Mauna Loa Observatory in 
Hawaii, document the continual and unprecedented creep of atmospheric CO2 in recent times, but levels would be unequivocally 
higher were it not for the ocean’s ability to soak up a significant portion of that. 

In present times, the ocean is serving as a net sink for carbon, confining a huge fraction of the world’s carbon in its briny reaches. 
However, the resilient marine system is finally becoming overwhelmed. We often associate carbon with climate change, glacier melt 
and sea level rise, but it is also responsible for the equally sinister yet often lower profile issue of ocean acidification. In some circles 
this threat is being dubbed the “other inconvenient truth”. 

Ocean acidification is exactly what it sounds like, a phenomenon where saline marine waters drop in their pH (percent hydrogen, a 
standard measure of acidity). According to a 2005 report released by the UK’s Royal Society, the ocean pH has dropped by .1 units 
since pre-industrial times. While this initially seems paltry, the pH scale is logarithmic and the report describes the change as 
equivalent to an almost 30 percent increase in the concentration of the free hydrogen ions that drive pH levels. With studies 
suggesting a myriad of potential ecological effects in relation to acidification, an ocean already stressed by issues like overfishing and 
pollution is facing even more hardship.  

The acidification process largely driven by the multiple sources and forms of carbon which enter marine waters and quickly surrender 
to the complex chemistry of the oceans, often reacting with water and forming some version of a molecule containing carbonate 
(CO3). These reactions sometime free up hydrogen ions which lower pH. But, here’s where the chemistry provides a reprieve – the 
reactions are reversible and form the ocean’s natural buffering system. A buffering system allows a liquid to resist changes in pH when 
either acids or bases are added, but only to a point. At some level, the system becomes overwhelmed and can no longer resist radical 
changes in pH, which is representative of the current state of things in many of the world’s oceans.  

The flux of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere is thought to be one of the main instigators of acidification on a global-wide level. 
Carbon dioxide has a natural tendency to dissolve in the ocean; the quantity is controlled by temperature (colder water is more 
amenable to dissolving gaseous substances than warmer water) and by the other forms of carbon already present. The intensification 
of atmospheric levels of CO2 over the latter part of the 20th century has driven more carbon into receiving seas. But exploring the 
issue of acidification on a regional scale, such as in the Gulf of Maine, may be significantly more complex than just the aforementioned 
movement of carbon between atmosphere and ocean.  

Other processes are likely working in synergy with the air-sea exchange to affect the acidity levels within the Gulf of Maine. A study 
completed in 2009 by Salisbury et al. and published in the journal Estuarine, Coastal and Shelf Science, suggests the influence of rivers 
may be important, especially in the coastal waters which support a large variety of flourishing biological life.  The rivers seeping into 
the Gulf of Maine tend to be more acidic relative to marine waters and when mixed well into the water column, will influence the 
carbon chemistry.    
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This river effect on the Gulf’s acidity is most significant during the spring freshet, a period of higher riverine discharge due to melting 
snow and increased precipitation. According to Joe Salisbury, research assistant professor with the Ocean Process Analysis Laboratory 
at the University of New Hampshire, interestingly, over the last half century, river discharge has also increased substantially during the 
months of June through August, an event which coincides with the spawning of many commercially important species of shellfish. The 
tiny larvae need to incorporate aragonite, a crystallized form of calcium carbonate (CaCO3), to begin the formation of their shells. 
When the supply of carbonate is limited, which happens in increasingly acidic conditions, these small juvenile creatures may be unable 
to properly build their hard exteriors. In extreme circumstances, their shells may even begin to corrode. The influence of rivers on the 
ocean can also favor eutrophication, a process that consumes oxygen and creates more acidic bottom waters.  

Mark Green, a professor and shellfish researcher at St. Joseph’s College in Standish, Maine, has shown that increased eutrophication 
proves to be quite stressful for shellfish as they settle out of the free-floating larval stage into their permanent homes in the sediment.  

The intricate seasonal workings of living things may also induce pH changes within the Gulf of Maine.  When conditions are right, 
throngs of minuscule marine plant-life known as phytoplankton engage in photosynthesis, one of the most elemental of biological 
processes. Photosynthesis ultimately proves to be an acid-consuming process, allowing the phytoplankton to grab carbon out of 
surface waters and incorporate it into their biomass. However, masses of grazers will consume phytoplankton, releasing dissolved 
organic matter into the water which bacterial microbes will then utilize for energy. As a result, both grazers and bacteria respire, a 
process directly at odds with the acid-consuming nature of photosynthesis. Respiration essentially produces acid, serving to increase 
the number of positive hydrogen ions in the surrounding water. Because both processes will wax and wane in response to the 
population dynamics of the organisms responsible for the photosynthesizing or respiring, the balance of the two relative to one 
another may constantly shift.  

How these multiple stressors work in concert to affect pH within the Gulf can be hard to characterize. Throw in the temporal 
variability, and things become even more tangled. There has been some basic study on the nature of acidity effects on the living things 
within the Gulf of Maine, but there are also suggested impacts collected from studies in multiple geographic locations that may be 
transferable to our local ecology.  

Many studies have described the concept of de-calcification, a more formal term for the corrosion of shell material mentioned prior, 
that in addition to shellfish, can afflict other organisms with hard exteriors including diatoms,  pterapods, and corals. The Center for 
Ocean Solutions cites acidosis, a build-up of carbonic acid in living tissue, as another ailment striking organisms living in increasingly 
acidic waters, with research indicating larval stages of certain species of fish are especially susceptible.  

Despite the few impacts we may be in the process of understanding, the vastness of what we don’t know likely far overshadows what 
we do. However, in the broadest of ecological senses, living things tend to be adapted to certain conditions – specific ranges of 
salinity, temperature and pH. While changing any of these elements may not always produce appreciable effects in all organisms, it 
may at the very least cause them to spend increasing amounts of energy maintaining the status quo.  

In addition to the possible biological ramifications, a stranger, unexpected result of ocean acidification has recently been suggested by 
researchers at the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute. Lowering pH may actually change the nature of sound absorption 
underwater, both inhibiting the communication and altering the behavior of marine organisms such as whales and dolphins, and 
allowing anthropogenic noise to travel further. This may be an especially pertinent issue in the Gulf of Maine as it sees a large volume 
of clamorous human activity while serving as habitat for noise-sensitive animals, including the very endangered North Atlantic Right 
Whale (See the Gulf of Maine Times Winter 2009 Article - Sounding The Alarm: The Emerging Threat of Noise Pollution).   

Perhaps the direst of all the potential consequences of ocean acidification is how it may influence the ocean’s ability to store carbon in 
the future. More acidic waters are less likely to accept incoming carbon and the seas may be starting the slow walk towards becoming 
a net source of carbon, out-gassing it as they have at other points in the long-standing history of the world. The addition of more 
carbon to the atmosphere will serve only to increase climate change trends already in motion locally, as well as globally. At certain 
times of year the Gulf of Maine is already a carbon source, but the reasons for this are mysterious and poorly understood. 

The threat ocean acidification presents is real and present and at some point may provoke damage that will outlast us and many of 
our future generations. If that happens, the ways in which we relate to our ocean and the many ways in which we thrive from its 
presence will be altered inextricably and necessarily. As controversial as the concept of climate change is, the constant conversation 
means people are engaged in the discussion and ultimately the outcome. If there is to be any action to combat the rapid acidifying of 
the sea’s expanses, ocean acidification needs to become another thread of the current dialogue.   

I would like to acknowledge Joe Salisbury, research assistant professor with the Ocean Process Analysis Laboratory, part of the 
University of New Hampshire’s Institute of Earth and Ocean Science, for his invaluable help educating me on the issues influencing 
ocean acidification within the Gulf of Maine so I could communicate the science to our readers. 


